Improv Cafe

Here is how it works:








"It feels like a very intimate version of a
television talk show" — The Southwest Journal

The great thing about live theater is that it can be performed anywhere at any time.
However, it's always nice to be seen and heard. So, we do have a few requests to make the
show as enjoyable and fun as possible (for both the cast and the audience):
The Theater of Public Policy is a cross between a serious political affairs program and an
improvisational comedy show. For the PKD tour, our different show structures have
individual needs:

Improv Cafe




An audience - in this case, likely students and faculty - are arranged around tables
The show host asks each table to talk amongst themselves around sever pre-planned
prompts. The cast of T2P2 fan out and embed themselves at the table where they
absorb the information and collect stories
The cast then takes what they've gathered and uses it as the basis for their
improvisation

Tech Requirements:
 Audio connection for keyboard (we will bring the keyboard) 1/4” DI Box
 A technician to manage the house system during the performance
Other Requests:
 A secure private space for the performers to warm-up and store valuables
 Pitcher or bottled water (with cups) for cast
Other Requests:
 A separate, secure private space for the performers to warm-up and store valuables
 Pitcher or bottled water (with cups) for cast and guests
 If a podium is used onstage prior to performance, it must be able to strike or easily
move out of the way for our cast

LODGING
A separate room, either in hotel or campus housing, is requested for each performer. Must
be within walking, or short-drive, distance to each performance venue/classroom.
We also request a contact list of appropriate/emergency numbers we may need on campus.

CONTACT/QUESTIONS?
TANE DANGER (Host/Co-Founder)

tane@t2p2.net

954.304.5935

BRANDON BOAT (Performer/Co-Founder)

brandon@t2p2.net

641.629.0272

JOSHUA WILL (Project Manager)

joshua@t2p2.net

612.309.4889

